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• For removal of difficult spots 
and stains 

• Dissolves spot without damag-
ing the oiled wood 

• Dissolves coffee, red wine, soya 
sauce etc.

AREAS OF APPLICATION:
Most stains and spots from liquid spilled on floor and furniture may be dissolved 
and removed with Proff Woodcare Spot Remover. It is fast and efficient without 
damaging the oil coating.
 
APPLICATION OF MATERIAL:
Spay small quantity of Spot Remover on the area in questions and leave for some 
minutes to dissolve the stain. Wipe dry and reapply if necessary. Do not scrub hard 
on area unless necessary. Wipe clean and wipe with soap solution if necessary.

FINISH:
Proff Woodcare Spot Remover does not bleach the oil coating unless scrubbing has 
been necessary in which case a small repair with oil is possible.

* Ensures effortless cleaning of stains and spots
* Use whenever stains have been discovered
* Suitable for all light and dark oiled wood species
* Contain only natural components and is VOC free



PROFF WOODCARE  
SPOT REMOVER

HOW TO DO
Proff Woodcare Spot Remover is extremely efficient removing stains from red wine, 
coke, coffee and grease etc. Spot Remover may be used on oiled and waxed surfaces. Test 
in an invisible place first to ensure that no discolouration will appear.  

Work Instruction:
1. Spray Spot Remover onto the stain in an even layer directly from container.

2. Spot Remover should be left on stain for at least 15 to 20 minutes. Do not scrub the 
stain unless absolutely necessary.

3. Now wipe the stained area with a damp cloth and rinse. Check that the stain has been 
removed. If not, repeat step 2 again.

4. After dissolution and removal of the stain, it may be necessary to re-oil or re-wax area 
just cleaned. Re-oiling or re-waxing requires that the area is completely dry.

Disposal: Residues and containers are disposed of in accordance with local government 
regulations.
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